
Rankings by Nation 
Quarterly update from SRC 
2022 end of Q1 
At the end of First Quarter 2022, or 26 races in all, we can look at a “provisional” situation strong enough to 
promise little change during the rest of the year, but also able to see fierce fighting for some spots and 
medals. 

 

In a nutshell : 

 

The TEAM rankings situation leaves very little space for comment : the USA have been first in 17 out of the 
26 races . The Team is very strong , and has the possibility , due to its numbers , to alternate SOLers on top , 
almost always assuring the best team score. 

 

Also the INDIVIDUAL rankings are sort of monopolized by Poland ( 8 out of 26 ) but the situation is more 
fluid and open to eventual change during a still very long year. 

 

In Detail: 

 

INDIVIDUAL:  Poland leads the ranks with 8 victories, followed at distance by Brazil and The Netherlands 
plus a pack of 10 Nations with between 1 and 2  victories each. The fight seems very open 
for second and third , although it is too early to say that gold is attributed.  

 



 

 

 

TEAM:   As mentioned in the introduction, this year ( again ) there is no history for Gold , as The USA 
are leading with 17 victories ( out of 26 races ), being four times  the score of Italy and 
Great Britain  for now firmly in second place with 4 victories each, but silver and bronze are 
still open for grabs. 

  



 

 

 

SKIPPER: (For medals) 

As most of you are by now aware we have in place a scheme aimed to reward that Skipper 
(Individual) or those Three Skippers (Team) who more than others have contributed to the 
final position of his/her/their National Flag in the Rankings by Nation. The scheme rewards 
participation as well as results. 

We are now in the position, at the end of this first quarter, to simulate which Skippers 
would be rewarded IF the situation would be that of year end 2022: 

 

 

INDIVIDUAL SKIPPER: 

Poland as you have seen is in GOLD position. The Polish Skipper with more points than any 
other one is WRmirekd, with 109 points. If this will be the result at the end of 2022 he 



would receive a large Gold Medal to record his achievement in the Rankings by Nation 
(Individual). 

Brazil is today in SILVER position. The Brazilian skipper with more points than any other one 
is Vida_Maldita, with 105 points. If this will be the result at the end of 2022 this skipper 
would receive a large Silver Medal to record the achievement in the Rankings by Nation 
(Individual). 

The Netherlands is for now in BRONZE position, and the Dutch Skipper with provisional 
best individual result is bonknhoot with 50 points. If this will be the result at the end of 
2022 he would receive a large Bronze Medal to record his achievement in the Rankings by 
Nation (Individual). 

Hopefully reading the above simulation everyone will enjoy a better understanding of the 
Skippers reward mechanicals for Nations Rankings. (Individual) 

 

 

TEAM SKIPPERS: 

USA is leading the Team rankings and the three skippers with best “USA Team by Nation” 
score are: FreyjaUSA (295),  Pit8008 (278) and sailj29 (258). If we were now at year’s end 
these three skippers would receive (each) a Gold large medal for Team rankings by Nation 
for USA’s victory in the scheme. 

Italy is in SILVER at the moment, ( thanks to better number of second places) and the three 
Skippers with best “Italian” Team score are: Sax747 (363), brandystrega (268) and 
Cippalippa (140). If we were now at year’s end these three skippers would receive (each) a 
Silver large medal for Team rankings by Nation for Italy’s’  second place in the scheme. 

 G.Britain is in BRONZE position at the moment, and the three skippers with best “British” 
Team score are: Chipspitter (454), Taffarazzi (448) and Go4iT (392). If we were now at 
year’s end these three skippers would receive (each) a Bronze large medal for Team 
rankings by Nation for Britain’s third place in the scheme. 

Hopefully reading the above simulation everyone will enjoy a better understanding of the 
Skippers reward mechanicals for Nations Rankings. (Team) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The following file recaps on the above:  

 

 

 

These files, together with other detailed information on each race results, and on each Skipper total 
points earned during the first three months of 2022 can be found HERE: 

https://www.sailonline.org/board/thread/17594/2022-rankings-by-nation-individual-
and/?page=1#post-17625 

In case of doubts or queries, please write to coord@sailonline.org . The most significant inputs will be 
published in the same area in Forum, for better understanding by everyone. 

Happy SOLing ;) 

On behalf of SRC 

Sailonline Coordinator 

Should the situation as it is YTD  APR 2022
Be that of YEAR END 2022

The final rankings by Nation ( Individual ) would be :

1 Poland
2 Brazil
3 The Netherlands

and the Skippers to take the medals would be :

GOLD WRmirekd
SILVER Vida_Maldita

BRONZE bonknhoot

AND

The final rankings by Nation ( Team ) would be :

1 USA
2 Italy
3 Great Britain

and the Skippers to take the medals would be :

GOLD FreyjaUSA  -  Pit8008  -  sailj29
SILVER Sax747  -  brandystrega  -  Cippalippa

BRONZE Chipspitter  -  Taffarazzi  -  Go4iT

How to read the Nation rankings :


